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Recently, sensor data stream delivery system that collects sensor data periodically and delivers successively has been attracting great attention. As for this sensor data stream delivery, receivers are possible to
require the same sensor data stream with different delivery cycles. Our research team proposed methods to
distribute communication loads by relay nodes in the case of delivering the sensor data streams that have
different data delivery cycles. However, in the previous methods, since the specific node builds delivery
paths and notifies related nodes, the assigned node is required to be updated when the related nodes churn.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a churn resilience technique that enhances the robustness of delivery
system. We confirmed in simulations that the proposed technique improves the reliability of the delivery
system.
Povzetek: Razvita in stestirana je nova metoda za asinhrono pošiljanje in zbiranje toka podatkov.

1

Introduction

In recent years, various types of applications such as video
delivery and environmental monitoring have been possible, and therefore, sensor data stream delivery where sensor data is periodically collected and delivered successively
has been attracting great attention. As for this sensor data
stream delivery, it is possible for the same sensor data
stream to have different collection periods depending on
the receivers. In the case where a live video of a solar
eclipse taken from a camera is delivered, for example, the
video is delivered at 30 fps to personal computers connected to the Internet through a wire and is delivered at 10
fps to mobile computers connected to the Internet through
a 3G channel while moving.
It is general in sensor data stream delivery that sensor
data gained by one sensor is shared by a large number of
users. Currently, various P2P-based techniques for dispersing the communication load of the deliverer (source) have
been proposed in the data streaming [1–10]. In these researches, the same sensor data stream is delivered to a number of terminals (destinations), the communication load of
the source is dispersed by sending the received data to other

destinations. When the delivery cycle is different, the sensor data stream whose delivery cycle is a common divisor
of required cycles can be delivered to all of the destinations
if the delivery cycles are in a multiple relationship or can
be approximated as having a multiple relationship. However, the destinations receive redundant data which are not
included to the times of each required cycle.

We have proposed techniques for sensor data stream delivery system in P2P model [11, 12]. In our previous techniques, destinations having a long delivery cycle transmit
the sensor data stream to other destinations so that the load
of the source is dispersed. However, in the previous methods, since the specific node builds delivery paths and notifies related nodes, the assigned node is required to be updated when the related nodes churn.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a churn resilience
technique that enhances the robustness of delivery system. The proposed technique uses a successor list used in
Chord [13]. We confirmed in simulations that the proposed
technique improves the reliability of the delivery system.
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Addressed problems

S1

Assumptions

We assume that computers (nodes) to relay sensor data
streams constructs P2P overlay network in the sensor data
stream delivery system. The sensor data stream delivery system distributes the delivery loads to the nodes
and keeps high scalability in an environment where there
are a huge number of sensor data streams and destinations. Sensor data streams are periodically sent from their
sources through the Internet and delivered to destinations
by the hops among nodes. Destinations request sensor data
streams with those delivery cycles to a specific node also
through the Internet. We assume that selectable delivery
cycles for each sensor data stream are given. Nodes are
able to send sensor data to other nodes anytime, and sensor
data are distributed for each sensor data stream and time.
The sensor data streams are denoted by Si (i =
1, · · · , l), destinations are denoted by Di (i = 1, · · · , m),
and nodes are Ni (i = 1, · · · , n). Figure 1 shows a model
of delivery system. In Figure 1, the number of sensor data
streams is l = 2, the number of destinations is m = 4 and
the number of nodes is n = 3. The ‘a’ represents the sensor data stream S1 , and the ‘b’ represents the sensor data
stream S2 . The delivery cycles are shown near sources,
nodes and destinations in Figure 1. The ‘s’ represents the
source of sensor data stream, and the numbers near destinations are requested delivery cycles from each destination.
In the case where the delivery cycle is 0, it means that the
destination does not request the sensor data stream. This
corresponds to case where a live camera acquires an image once every second, and D1 does not view the image,
D2 and D3 view the image once every second, and D4
views the image once every three seconds, for example.
In this paper, we assume that selectable delivery cycles for
each sensor data stream are given and are represented by Ci
(i = 1, 2, · · · ). The sensor data delivery system assigns delivery cycles or times to relay sensor data streams to nodes.
The nodes send and receive various sensor data each other
on specific times.

Objective function

In sensor data stream delivery, it is important to avoid concentrating of processes and loads to a specific computer or
network because the processing time affects and accumulates a delay of delivery. Therefore, in this paper, we aim
to distribute communication loads to relay nodes on sensor
data stream delivery system.
The communication load of the node Ni is given as the
total of the load due to the reception of the sensor data
stream and the load due to the transmission. The communication load due to the reception is referred to as a reception
load, and the reception load of Ni is Ii . The communication load due to the transmission is referred to as transmission load, and the transmission load of Ni is Oi .

S2

Relay node Ni
- Constructs overlay network
- Relays data at any time

N1

a: 0
b: s

a: …
b: …

N2
N3

a: …
b: …

a: …
b: …

Overlay network

Destination Di
- Specifies streams with cycles
- Only receives data
a: 1
D1 b: 0

D2

a: 2
D3 b: 1

a: 2
b: 2

D4

a: 3
b: 3

Figure 1: System model.
In many cases, the reception load and the transmission
load are proportional to the number of sensor data pieces
per unit hour of the sensor data stream to be sent and received. The number of pieces of sensor data per unit hour
of the sensor data stream that is to be received by Ni from
Nj or Sk (i 6= j; i, j = 1, · · · , n; k = 1, · · · , l) is
R(Nj , Ni ) or R(Sk , Ni ). In addition, the number of pieces
of sensor data per unit hour of the sensor data stream that
is to be sent by Ni to Nj or Dk (i 6= j; i, j = 1, · · · , n;
k = 1, · · · , m) is R(Ni , Nj ) or R(Ni , Dk ). The loads Li ,
Ii and Oi of Ni are given in the following equations:
Li
Ii
Oi

= Ii + Oi
n
l
X
X
= α
R(Nj , Ni ) + α
R(Sk , Ni )
= β

j=1
n
X

R(Ni , Nj ) + β

j=1

k=1
m
X

R(Ni , Dk )

(1)
(2)

(3)

k=1

where α and β are loads with which one piece of sensor
data is received and sent, respectively.
The communication load SL of the entirety of the system
is given by the following equation:
SL =

2.2

Sensor data stream Si is
delivered by its source

a: s
b: 0

n
X

Li

(4)

i=1

In addition, the following fairness index (FI) is often used
as an index for load dispersion:
Pn
2
( i=1 Li )
FI = Pn
(5)
n i=1 L2i
where 0 ≤ FI ≤ 1, and when FI = 1, L0 = · · · = Ln .
It is indicated that the closer FI is to 1, the more the load
is dispersed. Another purpose of this study is to disperse
the communication load to the destination nodes while suppressing the communication load of the entirety of the system. Therefore, the objective function is SL and 1 − FI,
and the delivery path is determined to make these values
minimum.
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3
3.1

Robustness enhancement
technique
Previous methods

We have proposed techniques for a P2P model where such
an environment that a number of destinations collect the
sensor data stream during different cycle is assumed so
that the load of the source is dispersed [11]. In addition,
we have proposed a method which determines relay nodes
based on distributed hashing and constructs delivery paths
autonomously by each node [12].
The previous method using distributed hashing devides
nodes into groups represented by the combination of sensor data stream and delivery cycle. In addition, the previous
method assigns delivery times to nodes for each group of
delivery cycle. The previous method distributes processes
by assigning a node based on delivery time. In addition,
the previous method avoids concentrating loads to a specific node and time by assigning a node for each group of
delivery cycle. However, in the previous methods, since
the specific node builds delivery paths and notifies to related nodes, the assigned node is required to be updated
when the related nodes churn.

3.2

357

Redundancy of node assignment by
successor list

In the sensor data stream delivery, the number of data to
send/receive varies among different delivery cycles. The
shorter the delivery cycle is, the larger the number of data
and the load are. Therefore, the previous method using
distributed hashing first generates circular hash spaces for
each sensor data stream and puts nodes on hash spaces
based on the distributed hashing of the combination of
sensor data stream and node ID. After that, the previous
method divides each hash space into partial hash spaces as
groups for each delivery cycle. By this process, partial hash
spaces of the shorter cycle have the more nodes. The size
of each partial hash space is determined based on its cycle.
For example, in the case where the selectable delivery cycles are Ci = i (i = 1, 2, 3), the ratio of the sizes of partial
hash spaces is 1/C1 : 1/C2 : 1/C3 = 1/1 : 1/2 : 1/3 =
6 : 3 : 2. The previous method treats each partial hash
space as circular and assigns related times for each cycle
to nodes on its partial hash space. In the case where there
are no nodes on the partial hash space, the previous method
assigns the partial hash space to the nearest neighbor node
on the next partial hash space. In addition, the previous
method determines the root node on the partial hash space
of the shortest cycle based on distributed hashing such as
the least common multiple of cycles. The root node first
receives data from the source of sensor data stream.
In this paper, we propose a churn resilience technique
that enhances the robustness of delivery system by a successor list used in Chord [13]. Figure 2 shows an example
of the case where the number of nodes is n = 8, cycles are

Figure 2: Assignment to a group of cycle.
Require:
cycles: Arrangement of delivery cycles of the nodes sorted in ascending order
(cycle of source node is −1 and at index 0)
ownId: An identification of own (node)
assignedCycleIndex : An index of own assigned delivery cycle in cycles
succCount: The length of a successor list

1: cycleLcm ← calculateLCM (cycles);
2: if assignedCycleIndex 6= 0
or searchNode(0, cycleLcm, 0) 6= ownId then
time ← 0;
while time < cycleLcm do
assignedNode
← searchNode(assignedCycleIndex , time, 0);
6:
if assignedNode = ownId then
7:
longCycleIndex
← calculateLongestCycleIndex (cycles, time, 0);
8:
relayNode;
9:
if longCycleIndex = assignedCycleIndex then
10:
relayNode ← searchNode(0, cycleLcm, 0);
11:
succList;
12:
succNode ← ownId;
13:
for i ← 0 to succCount do
14:
succNode ← successor (succNode);
15:
succList.add(succNode);
16:
end for
17:
else
18:
succNodeIndex
← random(0, succCount + 1);
19:
relayNode ← searchNode(
longCycleIndex , time, succNodeIndex );
20:
end if
21:
requestToSend(relayNode, ownId, time);
22:
end if
23:
time ← time + cycles[assignedCycleIndex ];
24:
end while
25: end if

3:
4:
5:

Figure 3: Pseudocode to construct delivery paths by nodes.
Ci = i (i = 1, 2, 3), the size of a hash space is 2p , and the
length of the successor list is 2. In Figure 2, the beginning
values of each partial hash space are 2p × 0/11, 2p × 6/11,
and 2p × 9/11.
To construct delivery paths, nodes first calculate the least
common multiple of selectable delivery cycles for each
sensor data stream. After that, the nodes search the sender
nodes for each related time that the same time is assigned
to in the other cycle groups. The nodes determine the cycle groups to search for each time based on the approach
such as the LCF method [11], and the node that belongs
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Require:
cycles: Arrangement of delivery cycles of the nodes sorted in ascending order
(cycle of source node is −1 and at index 0)
ownId: An identification of own (destination)
requestCycleIndex : An index of request delivery cycle in cycles
succCount: The length of a successor list

1: cycleLcm ← calculateLCM (cycles);
2: time ← 0;
3: while time < cycleLcm do
4:
targetCycleIndex
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

← getRandomCycleIndex (cycles, time);
succNodeIndex
← random(0, succCount + 1);
relayNode ← searchNode(
targetCycleIndex , time, succNodeIndex );
requestToSend(relayNode, ownId, time);
time ← time + cycles[requestCycleIndex ];
end while

Figure 4: Pseudocode to construct delivery paths by destinations.

to the longest cycle on each time receives data from root
node and sends to the nodes that belong to the other cycle groups. The node that does not belong to the longest
cycle group on each time searches the node on the longest
cycle group and requests to send data. On the other hand,
the node that belongs to the longest cycle group on each
time searches the root node of the sensor data stream and
requests to send data. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode to
construct delivery paths by a node.
In the the pseudocode on the Figure 3, the least common
multiple of the selectable delivery cycles is calculated in
the line 1. The case shown in the line 2 is a case where
this node does not belong to the shortest cycle group or is
not the root node. The case shown in the line 6 is a case
where time in the cycle group is assigned to this node, and
the case shown in the line 9 is a case where the cycle group
of this node is the longest cycle at time. In the line 10,
the root node is searched as a sender to this node at time.
Successor node is searched in the line 14, and the searched
node is added to the successor list in the line 15. Successor
node that receives data is selected at random in the line 18,
and the node that belongs to the longest cycle group and
succNodeIndex is searched as a sender to this node at time
in the line 19. Finally, delivery path from the relay node at
time is constructed in the line 21.
Similarly destinations first calculate the least common
multiple of selectable delivery cycles for each sensor data
stream. After that, the destinations determine the cycle
group for each time at random among the related cycles.
The destinations search the senders in the determined cycle groups for each time and request to send data. Figure 4
shows the pseudocode to construct delivery paths by a destination.
In the the pseudocode on the Figure 4, the least common
multiple of the selectable delivery cycles is calculated in
the line 1. The cycle group able to send at time and successor node that receives data are selected at random in the
line 5. After that, the node that belongs to the selected cycle group and succNodeIndex is searched as a sender to this
destination at time in the line 6. Finally, delivery path from

Figure 5: The number of desitinations for the longest cycle
group at each time.

the relay node at time is constructed in the line 7.

4
4.1

Evaluation
Simulation environment

In this section, we evaluate the proposed technique using
distributed hashing in Section 3 by simulation. In the simulation environment, the number of nodes is n = 27 = 128,
the number of sensor data streams is l = 27 = 128, and
the number of destinations is m = 1000. The delivery cycles that destinations request are Ci = i (i = 1, · · · , 10)
and determined at random from 1 to 10 for each sensor
data stream. In this environment, the maximum of the least
common multiple of delivery cycles is 2520, and then the
timetable for delivery is from time 0 to time 2519.
As an evaluated value, we calculated the load of each
node, system total loads (SL), and fairness index (FI)
among the time of the least common multiple of selectable
delivery cycles. We executed this simulation 10 times for
each method and environments described later. We calculated the average of the results.

4.2

Number of influenced destinations

Figure 5 shows the number of destinations that cannot receive the data stream in the case where the assigned node
of the longest cycle group on each time churns.
In the proposed technique, the assigned node of the
longest cycle group on each time relays to the assigned
nodes of the other cycle groups on that time. Since a specific node of the longest cycle group is assigned each time,
nodes of the other cycle groups and their destinations cannot receive the data stream in the case where the assigned
node of the longest cycle group churns. In Figure 5, the assigned nodes of all cycle groups deliver to their destinations
at time 0. The longest cycle group at time 0 is 10. Therefore, all of the one thousand destinations cannot receive the
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Figure 6: Maximum instantaneous number of destinations
for each cycle group.
Figure 8: The minimum of instantaneous system reliability
in the constant scenario.

Figure 7: Total number of destinations for each cycle
group.
data stream in the case where the assigned node of the cycle group 10 at time 0 churns. Similarly, the longest cycle
group and the number of destinations are different among
times, and the number of influenced destinations changes
as shown in Figure 5. However, the successor list in our
proposal makes this influence of node changes reduced.
Figure 6 shows the maximum instantaneous number of
destinations for each cycle group and time. In addition,
Figure 7 shows the total number of destinations for each
cycle group.
In our assumptions, the longer cycle groups such as over
6 have the higher probability to become the longest cycle for each time. Therefore, the longer cycle groups have
the larger number of influenced destinations per unit time
shown in Figure 6. On the other hand, the shorter cycle
groups such as 1 deliver to destinations for more times.
Therefore, the shorter cycle groups have the larger number of the total influenced destinations between time 0 to
2519 as shown in the Figure 7.

4.3

Results by the length of successor list

Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the minimum of
the instantaneous system reliability in the proposed tech-

Figure 9: The minimum of instantaneous system reliability
in the Gaussian scenario.

nique and an environment where the number of successors
is 0, · · · , 4. The instantaneous system reliability shows the
rate of destinations each time that receive data successfully.
Figure 8 is the result in the case where the churn rate of
nodes is constant to the value on the lateral axis. Figure 9
is the result in the case where the churn rate of nodes is
individually determined based on the Gaussian distribution
with the mean being the value on the lateral axis and the
dispersion being 1. Figure 10 is the result in the case where
the churn rate of nodes is individually determined at random from 0 to 1. The longitudinal axis is the minimum of
the instantaneous system reliability.
Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the average of
the instantaneous system reliability in the proposed technique and same environment. The longitudinal axis is the
average of the instantaneous system reliability.
In these results, the instantaneous system reliability basically becomes higher by the number of successors. The
increment from the case that has no successors is especially
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Figure 10: The minimum of instantaneous system reliability in the random scenario.
Figure 12: The average of instantaneous system reliability
in the Gaussian scenario.

Figure 11: The average of instantaneous system reliability
in the constant scenario.

large even if there are a few successors. Therefore, the successor list is effective to enhance the robustness and reliability of the delivery system.
Figure 14 shows the maximum instantaneous load in an
environment where the number of successors is 0, · · · , 4.
The maximum instantaneous load is the maximum load for
each node and time. The longitudinal axis is the maximum
instantaneous load, and the lateral axis is the number of
successors. In Figure 14, the difference of the maximum
instantaneous load is small in this simulation environment.
In the same environment, Figure 15 shows the maximum
load of node, Figure 16 shows SL, and Figure 17 shows FI.
Also the differences in those results are small in this simulation environment. Therefore, the maintenance cost of the
successors is not influenced largely in the case where the
number of destinations is especially higer than the number
nodes.
Figure 18 shows the rate of the number of hops to each
node at time 0 in an environment where the number of successors is 0, · · · , 4. The lateral axis is the number of hops,
and the longitudinal axis is the rate of the nodes that receive data under the number of hops. The nodes shown as

Figure 13: The average of instantaneous system reliability
in the random scenario.
“N/A” do not receive data at time 0 because other nodes in
the same cycle group are assigned to time 0. In Figure 18,
the nodes shown as “N/A” are reduced in the longer successor list because the nodes that receive data at time 0 are
increased. Although the rate of the number of the higher
hops are increased in the longer successor list, all of the
nodes receive data under four hops.
Figure 19 shows the rate of the number of hops to each
destination at time 0 in the same environment. The longitudinal axis is the rate of the destinations that receive data
under the number of hops. Although the rate of the number
of the higher hops are increased in the longer successor list,
all of the nodes receive data within five hops.

5

Related work

Various techniques for dispersing the communication load
in the delivery of streams have been proposed [14].
A P2P stream delivery technique using a P2P technology for sending and receiving data has been proposed in
order to disperse the communication load among the terminals [1–5]. The P2P stream delivery technique is di-
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Figure 14: Maximum instantaneous load by the number of
successors.
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Figure 16: Total sytem loads by the number of successors.

Figure 17: Load balance by the number of successors.

Figure 15: Maximum load by the number of successors.

vided into a pull type technique and a push type technique.
In a pull type technique, such as PPLive1 , DONet [1], and
SopCast2 , the reception terminal that receives data requests
data from another terminal and acquires it. Although the
reception terminal find terminals that have not yet been received the requested data, no redundant communications
are carried out. In a push type technique, such as AnySee,
data is sent from the transmission terminal that sends data
to another terminal [2]. Although the transmission terminal find terminals that have not yet received the requested
data, no such redundant communications are carried out. A
technique combining a pull type and a push type, such as
PRIME, has been proposed [3].
In P2P stream delivery techniques, a case where the
same data stream is delivered to a number of terminals is
assumed. In the delivery of the sensor data streams, however, there are cases where a data stream of the same sensor
having different delivery cycles is delivered. In this case,
1 http://www.pplive.com/
2 http://www.sopcast.com/

sensor data streams having different delivery cycles are delivered as different data streams.
Several techniques for preventing the communication
load from being concentrated on a particular terminal by
constructing a data delivery path, which is referred to as
a multicast tree, in advance so that a data stream is delivered have been proposed [6–10]. In the ZIGZAG method,
a multicast tree is constructed by clusters that are collections of terminals [7]. The number of clusters included in
each depth of a multicast tree is made the same, and thus,
the load is dispersed. Multicast trees are constructed only
of information gained in the application layer, and it is not
necessary to understand the physical network structure.
In the MSMT/MBST method, the communication load
can be prevented from concentrating on a particular terminal as compared to ZIGZAG by taking the communication delay between terminals into consideration in the case
where the physical network structure can be understood [8].
The implementability of the MSMT/MBST method was
poor because it is necessary to understand all the network
structures between the terminals concerning stream delivery. In LAC (locality aware clustering), a load dispersion
higher than that in ZIGZAG is achieved by taking into con-
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In the future, we will study an algorithm to calculate the
appropriate length of the successor list each time because
the required system reliability changes by applications, situations, and so on.
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